You can keep it only after giving it away to someone else. What is it?
**Your word**

What walks all day on its head?
**A nail in a horseshoe.**

What gets wet when drying?
**A towel**

What comes once in a minute, twice in a moment, but never in a thousand years?
**The letter M**

What is round as a dishpan, deep as a tub, but all the water in the ocean can’t fill it up?
**A sieve**

The more of them you take, the more you leave behind. What are they?
**Footsteps**

He who has it doesn’t tell about it. He who takes it doesn’t know about it. He who knows what it is doesn’t want it. What is it?
**Counterfeit money**

It lives without a body, hears without ears, speaks without a mouth and is born in air? What is it?
**An echo**

I fasten it and it walks, I loosen it and it stops. What is it?
**A sandal**

What goes around and around the wood, but never goes into the wood?
**The bark of a tree**

I have a little house of which I live alone. It has no doors or windows and if I want to go out I must break through the wall. What am I?
**A chicken in an egg.**

It’s been around for a million years, but it is no more than a month old. What is it?
**The moon**

What belongs to you, but others use it more than you do?
**Your name**

The more you take away the larger it becomes. What is it?
**A hole**

What is put on a table and cut, but never eaten?
**A pack of cards**

What has cities without houses, rivers, without water, and forests without trees?
**A road map.**
If you have an empty glass bottle and you drop a dime into it, then cork the top, how can you get the dime back out, without damaging the cork or bottle in any way?  
**You push the cork down into the bottle.**

What cattle follow you were ever you go?  
**Your calves.**

How do you wake up Lady Gaga?  
**Poker Face!**

A cowboy came into town on Friday, stayed three days and left on Friday. How did he do it?  
**His horse's name was Friday!**

Why did the woman wear a helmet at the dinner table?  
**She was on a crash diet.**

Where do fish keep their money?  
**In riverbank**

What do you get when you cross an automobile with a household animal?  
**A carpet.**

What grows in winter, dies in summer, and grows roots upward?  
**An icicle**

What turns everything around, but does not move?  
**A mirror**

What do you have when twenty rabbits step backwards?  
**A receding hare-line**

What kind of room has no windows or doors?  
**A mushroom**

What has to be broken before it can be used?  
**An egg**

What goes up and down without moving?  
**Stairs**

What book was once owned by only the wealthy, but now nearly everyone can have it? You can't buy it in a bookstore or take it from a library?  
**A telephone book.**

**How do bees travel?**  
They take the buzz

**What did the caterpillar say to the butterfly?**  
You’ll never get me up in one of those things.
What did the stamp say to the envelope?
Stick with me and we will go places.

Where did the fortune-teller go on her vacation?
To Palm Beach.

What did the clockmaker do on her vacation?
She learned to unwind!

Why did the bungy jumper take a vacation?
Because he was at the end of his rope.

What do you call a superb painting done by a rat?
A mouseterpiece!

Where did the plumber go on his vacation?
To Flushing, NY

What stays in the corner but goes all around the world?
A stamp.

Where do TVs go on vacation?
To remote islands.

Why do seagulls fly over the sea?
Because if they flew over the bay they would be bagels.

Where do the pianists go for vacation?
Florida Keys

What rock group has four men that don't sing?
Mount Rushmore!

Why did the elephant have a lousy vacation?
The airline lost his trunk!

Where did Sylvester Stallone go on his vacation?
To the Rocky Mountains.

What did the eye doctor do on her vacation?
She made a spectacle of herself.

Where is the vampire’s favorite vacation spot?  Great Neck, NY